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Abstract
Controlling the false discovery rate (FDR) is a powerful approach to deal with a
large number of hypothesis tests, such as in gene expression data analyses and genomewide association studies. To further boost power, here we propose a floating prioritized
subset analysis (floating PSA) that can more effectively use prior knowledge and detect
more genes that are differentially expressed. Genes are first allocated into two subsets: a
prioritized subset and a non-prioritized subset, according to investigators’ prior biological
knowledge. We allow the FDRs of the two subsets to vary freely (to float) but aim to
control the overall FDR at a desired level. An algorithm for the floating PSA is developed
to detect the largest number of true positives. Theoretical justifications of the algorithm
are given, and computer simulation studies show that the method has good statistical
properties. We apply this method to detect genes that are differentially expressed between
acute lymphoblastic leukemia and acute myeloid leukemia patients. The result shows that
our floating PSA identifies 32 more genes (permutation-based FDR  0.0427) than the
conventional (fixed) FDR control. Another example is a colon cancer study, and our
floating PSA identifies 43 more genes (permutation-based FDR  0.0502). The floating
PSA method is to be recommended for the detection of differentially expressed genes, in
light of its power, robustness, and ease of implementation.

Keywords: false discovery rate; gene expression; microarray; multiple comparisons;
multiple hypothesis testing; simultaneous inference.
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1. Introduction
Adjustment for multiple comparisons is a thorny issue in large-scale genomic
studies, such as gene expression data analyses and genome-wide association studies. To
deal with a large number of hypothesis tests, controlling the false discovery rate (FDR)
provides a more practical balance between the numbers of true positives and false
positives (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; Greenwood et al., 2007; Storey, 2002; Storey
and Tibshirani, 2003). Compared with controlling the family-wise error rate, controlling
the FDR is a more liberal and powerful approach.
A number of FDR related approaches allow incorporating prior knowledge to boost
power, such as the weighted FDR control (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1997; Genovese et
al., 2006; Roeder et al., 2006), the stratified FDR control (Sun et al., 2006), and the
prioritized subset analysis (PSA) (Li et al., 2008). Among these methods, the PSA shows
the most significant benefit gaining from using prior knowledge. To perform a PSA, a
researcher, based on his/her prior biological knowledge, first picks out from among all
the genes under study, a certain number of genes that he/she thinks are likely to be the
true positives. He/she then places those selected genes in a ‘prioritized subset’
(henceforth referred to as the P subset) and those that are left behind in a ‘nonprioritized’ subset (the N subset). The FDR control is then applied to these two subsets
separately, and the significant results are tallied and totaled. Li et al. (2008) showed that
this simple prioritization scheme could detect more true positive genes, as compared to an
‘aggregate analysis’ (AA) where genes are not to be prioritized but pooled together for a
collective FDR control.
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Recently, Lin and Lee (2010) showed the prominent benefit of the PSA with a real
genome-wide association study. However, for gene expression data, the above PSA that
applies the same FDR criteria to the two subsets of the prioritized and the non-prioritized
may not be an optimal approach. And worse, as will be demonstrated in this paper, the
PSA can sometimes lead to fewer true positive genes being detected as compared to the
AA approach. Such results shatter everyone’s expectation since we all know that the PSA
is equipped with extra prior knowledge (and therefore should perform better) while the
AA isn’t (and should perform less well). The cause for this occasional aberrant
performance lies in PSA’s fixing the FDR at the same value for the two subsets.
Intuitively, the threshold for declaring a gene significant can be lower in the P subset,
because genes in that subset may have a higher probability of being true positive. But
genes in the P subset may also be more of those ‘stronger’ genes that have larger effect
sizes. Should this be the case, the threshold for declaring a gene significant in that subset
can be raised higher (instead of lower), because stronger genes can withstand more
rigorous testing. However, we see that the PSA, with its fixed FDR control to the P and
the N subsets, does not have the flexibility to regulate all these. It is then no wonder that
it can sometimes ruin the precious biological knowledge that is put in and obtain a result
even worse than when nothing is given.
To more effectively use the prior knowledge, here we propose a floating prioritized
subset analysis (henceforth referred to as the ‘floating PSA’). Instead of fixing the FDRs
of the two subsets, the floating PSA allows them to vary freely but aim to control the
overall FDR at a desired level. We develop an algorithm for the floating PSA that can
detect the largest number of true positive genes. Theoretical justifications of the
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algorithm are given and computer simulations are performed to study its performances.
We also apply our method to an acute leukemia data set and a colon cancer data set.

2. Methods
2.1. The Algorithm for the Floating PSA

Suppose that a researcher has already allocated the study genes into a P subset
(subscript P, a total of mP genes) and an N subset (subscript N, a total of mN genes)
according to his/her prior knowledge. The desired level of the overall FDR is q* . The
following is our algorithm for the floating PSA.
1. Calculate the p values for the mP genes in the P subset and the mN genes in the N
subset.
2. Apply the conventional FDR method (e.g., (Storey, 2002; Storey and Tibshirani,
2003)) to transform the p values to the q values, separately, for the mP genes
and for the mN genes.
3. For all possible values of FDRs of the two subsets, qP and qN , both between 0
and 1, do,
3.1. In the P subset, count the number of tests with q value less than qP .
Denote this as S P . When these S P genes are declared significant, the
expected number of false positives is FP  S P qP , and the expected
number of true positives, TP  S P  FP .
3.2. Do the same to the N subset, but count the number of tests with q value
less than qN . Denote this as S N . When these S N genes are declared
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significant, the expected numbers of false positives and true positives are

FN  S N qN and TN  S N  FN , respectively.
4. Among all pairs of qP and qN that satisfy ( FP  FN ) (SP  S N )  q* , find the pair
that maximizes the expected total number of true positives: TP  TN . Such qP
and qN are the optimal values of our floating PSA for the P subset and the N
subset, respectively.
An R code to perform the floating PSA algorithm is available upon request.

2.2.

Theoretical Justifications

We can express the expected number of genes declared significant, S , the
expected number of true positives, T , and the expected number of false positives, F
( S  T  F ), as functions of the level of significance,  . Under the same desired level of
the overall FDR ( q* ), the three methods of the floating PSA, the fixed PSA, and the AA
amount to the following three different constraints:
FP ( P )  FN ( N )
 q* , for floating PSA;
SP ( P )  S N ( N )

(1)

F ( )
FP ( P )
 q* and N N  q* , for fixed PSA;
S P ( P )
S N ( N )

(2)

F ( )
 q* , for AA.
S ( )

(3)

and
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The objective function of the floating PSA and the fixed PSA is to maximize

T (P ,  N )  TP (P )  TN ( N )   SP (P )  SN ( N )   FP (P )  FN ( N ) , and that of the
AA, to maximize T ( )  S ( )  F ( ) .
It is straightforward to see that FP ( P ) SP ( P )  q* and FN ( N ) S N ( N )  q*
implies  FP ( P )  FN ( N )  SP ( P )  S N ( N )  q* . Thus, any pair of (  P ,  N ) that
satisfies (2) also satisfies (1). Next, we see that (3) can be expressed as

 FP ( )  FN ( )  SP ( )  SN ( )  q* . Thus, any value of 

that satisfies (3) also

satisfies (1). Let the  's that satisfy (1), (2), and (3) form the sets of floating , fixed , and

AA , respectively. We then have fixed  floating and AA  floating . Therefore,
max T   max T  , and max T   max T  . And we see that the floating PSA will detect

 floating

 fixed

 floating

 AA

no fewer true positive genes than the fixed PSA and the AA.
Note that the subsets P and N play absolute symmetric role here. If the
researcher’s prior information is totally jumbled up, such that those genes likely to be
true positives are placed (wrongly) in the N subset, and those unlikely to be true positives,
in the P subset, we are still guaranteed to have max T   max T  and max T   max T  .
 floating

 fixed

 floating

 AA

On the other hand, if the researcher prioritizes genes in a purely random manner
(the prioritization probability is the same for each and every gene), we will have
max T   max T   max T  . To show this, first we note that under such random

 floating

 fixed

 AA

prioritization, SP ( )  mP s( ) and SN ( )  mN s( ), where s( ) is the probability that a
randomly chosen gene will be declared significant under  . And FP ( )  mP f ( ) and

FN ( )  mN f ( ) , where f ( ) is the probability that a randomly chosen gene will
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become a false discovery under  (by false discovery, we mean that the gene is a true
negative and the gene is declared significant). Let  be the probability that a randomly
chosen gene is a true positive, and 1    , the average power. Then,
s( )  1       1    and f ( )  1     . Express f as a function of s ,

f  g ( s) . Because

d 1   
d

 0 and

d 2 1   

d 2 f  d 2 f ds df d 2 s   ds 






ds 2  d 2 d d d 2   d 

d 2

 0 , we have

3

d 2 1    
d 1    
  1    

1






  0 . Thus, g (.) is a convex function.


d 2
d 


3

Assuming sP  sN we have

arrangement of terms,

s* 

 m s  mN s N
mP g ( sP )  mN g ( sN )
 g P P
mP  mN
 mP  mN


 , and after re

mP g ( sP )  mN g ( sN ) mP g ( s* )  mN g ( s* )

, where
mP sP  mN sN
mP s*  mN s*

mP sP  mN sN
. Therefore we see that the overall FDR will be higher given the same
mP  mN

total number of genes declared significant ( mP sP  mN sN  mP s*  mN s* ), when the two
subsets adopt different  ’s (and hence sP  sN ) than when they adopt the same  (and
hence sP  sN  s* ). This implies that for this random prioritization scheme, the ‘floating’
PSA should adopt a ‘fixed’  level (and hence a ‘fixed’ FDR control) in the two subsets
to maximize the total number of true discoveries.
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3. Results
3.1. Simulation Studies

We assume that there are a total of m independent genes. Let the hypothesis indicator
variables be H i , where H i  1 (or 0 ) if the ith gene is a true positive (or a true negative),
and Hi ~ Bernoulli( ) , i  1,

m . Following (Jung, 2005), we assume the effect size

(  ) of half of the true positive genes to be 1.0, and that of the remaining half, to be 0.5.
The effect sizes of all the true negative genes are fixed at exactly 0. Suppose that
about pri  100 % of genes are to be prioritized, and the remaining 1  pri   100 % of
genes, non-prioritized. Let the prioritization indicator variables be U i , where U i  1 (or
0 ) if the ith gene is prioritized (or non-prioritized), and Ui ~ Bernoulli( pri ) , i  1,

m.

Following (Genovese et al., 2006), we define two measures of the informativity of
prioritization: 1  Pr(U  1|   0.5) Pr(U  1|   0) and

2  Pr(U  1|   1.0) Pr(U  1|   0) . 1  2  1 implies that the prior knowledge is
totally useless. The prior is informative if 1  1 or 2  1 (or both). When 1  2  1 , a
researcher’s prior knowledge is impartial to the effect size of a true positive gene. And
the larger the difference between 1 and  2 is, the more partial the prior knowledge is.
In our simulation, we set m=10,000,   0.1 , and pri  0.1 . We first specify a value
for  2 (  1 ), and let 1  2f with f  1 (no partiality), 1 2 (moderate partiality), and 0
(strong partiality), respectively. We assume that the total sample size ( n ) is 30, 60, or
100 ( n 2 cases and n 2 controls). For a true negative gene, its p value is generated from
the uniform distribution over the interval [0, 1]; for the true positive gene with effect size
of  , from the following cumulative distribution function (Hung et al., 1997),
-9-


F ( p)    z p / 2 





   zp/2 

2
2 

n  n 





 , 0 < p < 1,
2
2 

n
n 



where z and () are the  th percentile and the cumulative distribution function of the
standard normal distribution, respectively.
The three methods of AA, fixed PSA and floating PSA are then applied. We use
Storey and Tibshirani’s (2003) smoothing spline approach provided by the package
‘fdrtool’ (Strimmer, 2008a, 2008b) to estimate the proportions of true negative genes, and
then transform the p values to q values using Storey and Tibshirani’s algorithm (2003)
(See Remark B in their Appendix). The FDRs (or the overall FDR for the floating PSA)
are to be controlled at 0.05.
[Figure 1 is about here]
Figure 1 presents the powers (the proportions of true positive genes being detected
among all true positive genes) of the three methods, averaged over 1,000 repetitions. We
found that the floating PSA is uniformly more powerful than the fixed PSA and the AA
for all the scenarios studied. The fixed PSA is more powerful than the AA when there is
no partiality ( 1  2  1 ) or when the sample size is smaller. But the situation is quite
different when the prior knowledge has strong partiality toward genes with larger effect
size. From figure 1, we see that the power of the fixed PSA (where prior knowledge has
been utilized) is even lower than that of the AA (where prior knowledge has not been
utilized, or cannot be utilized due to lack of it at all). What is more, this power decrease
gets even worse as the prior knowledge becomes more informative (larger  2 ). By
contrast, our proposed floating PSA does not show such paradoxical effects; it becomes
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more powerful as the prior knowledge becomes more informative as it should be for all
levels of partiality.
[Figure 2 is about here]
As pointed out by Korn et al. (Korn et al., 2007; Korn et al., 2004; Oura et al., 2009),
the actual number of false discoveries may not be well controlled through FDR
procedures. Hence we study the ‘false discovery proportions’ (defined as the proportions
of true negative genes among all the genes declared significant) of the three methods.
Figure 2 is the boxplot of the false discovery proportions in 1,000 repetitions for the three
methods, when 2  10 . It can be seen that there is no apparent difference between the
distributions of actual false discovery proportions for all the three methods.
[Figure 3 is about here]
[Figure 4 is about here]
Figure 3 presents the FDR levels ( qP and qN ), and figure 4, the significance levels
(  P and  N ), in the floating PSA method. We see that when the overall FDR is to be
controlled at 0.05, the FDR level in the P subset ( qP ) is floating toward a value lower
than 0.05, and the FDR level in the N subset ( qN ), a value higher than 0.05. And this
floating away from the overall controlled value is more striking as the prior knowledge
becomes more informative and more partial. By contrast, we see that the significance
level in the P subset (  P ) is higher than the significance level in the N subset (  N ). And
the difference is more pronounced with more informativity but less partiality. Thus we
see that an optimal strategy is one that in terms of FDR control, the P subset be made
more stringent than the N subset, but in terms of significance level, the P subset be made
more liberal than the N subset. (The fixed PSA is less than optimal, because in terms of
- 11 -

FDR, the two subsets are forced to be equal, and in terms of significant level, the P subset
is too liberal, and the N subset, too stringent.)
We present the simulation results when   0.2 and pri  0.2 in the Supplementary
Materials. The results are similar to those in Figures 1 ~ 4 when   0.1 and pri  0.1 .
From figure 1 and the Supplementary Materials, we can see that when the sample size is
not large ( n  30 ), the fixed PSA is always better than the AA, under all levels of
partiality. When the sample size is larger ( n  60 or 100), the power of the fixed PSA is
lower than that of the AA, under a strong partiality. This is because when the partiality is
strong, most true positive genes in the P subset have strong effects, and a liberal selection
criterion given by the fixed PSA is a waste (the strong-effect genes can be detected even
without this favour), especially when the sample size is also large (this further boosts
power of detecting those strong-effect genes). This liberalization on the P subset,
however wasteful it may be, still needs to be offset by stringency on the N subset. And
the net result no wonder is the decrease in the total number of true positives being
detected. By contrast, our floating PSA avoids an over-liberal selection criterion given to
the P subset, and trades it with a less stringent selection criterion to the N subset.
In our simulations,  2 is specified to be no less than 1. When  2 is less than 1, the
merits of the floating PSA remain to be seen (see Supplementary Materials), because of
the symmetric role for the P and N subsets. Essentially, the floating PSA works equally
well on ‘authentic information’ (true positive proportion in the P subset is raised higher
because of the information) or on ‘jumble up information’ (true positive proportion in the
P subset on the contrary is being lowered down because of the information).
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3.2.

Application to a Leukemia Data Set

As an example, the three FDR methods were applied to a leukemia data set. Golub et
al. (1999) reported 38 bone marrow samples obtained from acute leukemia patients,
including 27 patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and 11 patients with
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). For each sample, the levels of a total of 7,129 ‘gene
expressions’ (henceforth referred to simply as ‘genes’) were monitored by DNA
microarrays produced by Affymetrix. The purpose of the study is to detect genes that are
differentially expressed between ALL and AML patients. The p values were calculated
using the Mann-Whitney test for the 7,129 study genes. If we control the family-wise
error rate at 0.05 (the level of significance for each gene being set at
0.05 / 7129  7.01 106 with the Bonferroni correction), a total of 30 significant genes

can be identified. By contrast, if we apply the AA method to control the FDR at 0.05 (the
level of significance for each gene is 0.0091), a total of 826 significant genes can be
identified.
Both the fixed PSA and the floating PSA need prior knowledge to prioritize genes.
We acquired this information from the Leukemia Gene Database of the Bioinformatics
Organization (www.bioinformatics.org/legend/leuk_db.htm) as well as other related
literature (Antras et al., 1991; Blaser, 2002; Chertov et al., 1996; Dickstein et al., 2001;
Domer et al., 1993; Guzman et al., 2001; Handen and Rosenberg, 1997; Hayakawa et al.,
1998; Janssen and Marynen, 2006; Klein et al., 1996; Kohka et al., 1998; Levine et al.,
2005; Melhem et al., 1997; Melki et al., 1999; Mullighan, 2009; Pigazzi et al., 2008;
Rhee et al., 1995; Schafer et al., 1996; Shimada et al., 2002; Silver et al., 1999; Towatari
et al., 1997; Wakioka et al., 1999; Wu et al., 1992; Yasumoto and Shibahara, 1997). Any
of the 7,129 study genes is to be prioritized if it appears in the Leukemia Gene Database
- 13 -

or be mentioned in any of the above literature. We are not fastidious about the
prioritization. For example, knowing that KIAA1438 (Dickstein et al., 2001), KIAA0202
(Blaser, 2002), and KIAA1509 (Levine et al., 2005) had been reported to be related to
leukemia, we went straight ahead to prioritize the entire KIAA family, a total of 256
genes in this data set, although many of them may have little relevance to leukemia. In
addition, we searched among this leukemia data set for gene names with ‘leuk-’, ‘lymph-’,
‘myel-’, ‘hemo-’, ‘platelet’, and ‘monocyte’ to prioritize haematologically-related genes.
In the end, a total of 819 genes were prioritized. We then transformed p values into q
values using Storey and Tibshirani’s smoothing spline approach (Storey and Tibshirani,
2003) (with the package ‘fdrtool’ (Strimmer, 2008a, 2008b), and the proportions of true
negative genes were estimated as ˆ0  0.63 , ˆ0,P  0.46 , and ˆ0, N  0.65 , respectively).
[Table 1 is about here]
Table 1 presents our analysis result of this leukemia data set. The FDRs (or the
overall FDR for the floating PSA) are to be controlled at 0.05. It can be seen that
although the fixed PSA identified many more genes ( 72 ) in the P subset than the AA, it
missed an even larger portion of genes ( 120 ) in the N subset as compared to AA. As a
result, the total number of genes identified by the fixed PSA in the two subsets combined
is 48 genes less than the AA. As for the floating PSA, it identified 42 more genes in the P
subset and 10 less genes in the N subset than the AA. And the net result is that it
identified 32 more genes than the AA (and 80 more genes than the fixed PSA).
Table 1 also presents the FDR values in the two subsets for the floating PSA method.
As expected, the FDR is being lowered (0.0314) in the P subset and being raised higher
(0.0568) in the N subset, as compared to its overall controlled value of 0.05. In terms of
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significance levels, we see that the fixed PSA is very liberal in the P subset ( 0.0245 as
compared to AA), but too stringent on genes in the N subset ( 0.0029 as compared to
AA). By comparison, the floating PSA strikes a middle ground. It is neither overly too
liberal ( 0.0097 as compared to AA) in the P subset, nor overly too stringent ( 0.0004
as compared to AA) in the N subset.
To evaluate how well the FDR is controlled within the two subsets, we further
estimated the permutation-based FDR (Xie et al., 2005). We randomly permuted the data
and calculated the null P values, pi(b ) , for the ith gene in the bth permutation (i=1,…,
7129). Through B permutations, the numbers of false positives (FP) of the two subsets
are estimated as FP( P )  b1 # i : pi(b )   P  B (for those i’s belonging to the
^

B

prioritized subset) and FP( N )  b1 # i : pi(b )   N  B (for those i’s belonging to the
^

B

non-prioritized subset), where  P  0.0188 and  N  0.0087 (for the floating PSA), or

 P  0.0336 and  N  0.0062 (for the fixed PSA). For AA, the number of false positives
(FP) for the aggregate set is estimated as FP( )  b1 # i : pi(b )    B (for all i), where
^

B

  0.0091 . With B=100,000, the permutation-based FDR of AA is 0.0417, and those of
the fixed PSA and the floating PSA are listed in Table 1. They are all less than our FDR
control levels, suggesting satisfactory FDR controls for all the three methods.
In the Supplementary Materials, we detailed the results for the 7,129 genes.
3.3.

Application to a Colon Cancer Data Set

Another example is a colon cancer study (Alon et al., 1999). The data set contains
2,000 gene expressions in 40 tumor and 22 normal colon tissue samples. The p values
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were calculated using the Mann-Whitney test for the 2,000 study genes. Controlling the
family-wise error rate at 0.05, a total of 16 significant genes can be identified with the
Bonferroni correction (the level of significance for each gene is 2.5 105 ). However, if
we apply the AA method to control the FDR at 0.05 (the level of significance for each
gene is 0.0037), a total of 128 significant genes can be identified.
We further obtained prior knowledge (to prioritize genes) from a number of papers
related to colon cancer (Barnard et al., 1995; Bolmont et al., 1990; Burdick and
Konstantopoulos, 2004; Easwaran et al., 1999; Kowalski and Denhardt, 1989; Kuo et al.,
1995; Lee et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2008; Mori et al., 1993; Narisawa et al.,
1994; Rothman et al., 1996; Sinicrope et al., 1995; Song et al., 2005; Tozzi et al., 1991;
Yoo et al., 2004). Finally, a total of 156 genes were prioritized. We then transformed p
values into q values using Storey and Tibshirani’s smoothing spline approach (Storey and
Tibshirani, 2003) (with the package ‘fdrtool’ (Strimmer, 2008a, 2008b), and the
proportions of true negative genes were estimated as ˆ0  0.86 , ˆ0,P  0.35 , and

ˆ0, N  0.91 , respectively). Table 2 presents the result of this example. The FDRs (or the
overall FDR for the floating PSA) are to be controlled at 0.05. In this data set, our
floating PSA identified a total of 171 differentially expressed genes, while the fixed PSA,
a total of 149 genes.
[Table 2 is about here]
In this colon cancer data set, we see that the fixed PSA isn’t so counter-productive as
in the previous leukemia data set—the fixed PSA now identifies 21 more genes than the
AA. But we see that it is again the floating PSA that identifies the largest number of
genes (43 more genes than the AA and 22 more genes than the fixed PSA). We also list
- 16 -

the permutation-based FDRs of the fixed PSA and the floating PSA in Table 2 (that of
AA is 0.0505), which are less than or very close to our FDR control levels, suggesting
satisfactory FDR controls for all the three methods.
We detailed the results for the 2,000 genes of this example in the Supplementary
Materials.

4. Discussion
When testing simultaneously for a very large number of genes, there is no guarantee
that those true positive genes have the most extreme p values and stand out among all the
noises—there are simply too many genes to compete with. The PSA works by creating
two subsets of genes with different genetic make ups. (By genetic make up, we mean the
proportion of true positives and the average effect size of a gene subset.) The true
positive genes now need only to compete for standing out with the other genes in the
same subset, but they don’t need to compete with all those genes in the other subset. This
may increase the chance of true positive genes’ standing out (i.e., being detected). In this
paper, we perfect the PSA technique by charging it with floating FDR control. We show
that the floating PSA is uniformly more powerful than the fixed PSA and the AA.
The floating PSA algorithm is completely data driven. It is robust to any prior
knowledge used for prioritization, be it informative or non-informative, partial or
impartial. In essence, it can automatically ‘sense’ the difference in the genetic make ups
between the two subsets of genes and adjust the FDR control values accordingly to
maximize the overall power. Even if a researcher’s prior knowledge is ‘anti-informative’
(the prioritized has a smaller proportion of true positives than the non-prioritized) and
‘anti-partial’ (the prioritized has smaller effect sizes than the non-prioritized), the floating
- 17 -

PSA can still make use of this jumbled up information to boost the power equally well.
The floating PSA is also a foolproof method. The worst scenario one can conceive is
when the prior knowledge amounts to nothing but tossing a coin. In that case, the floating
PSA still holds up; it maintains the same power as the AA.
The floating PSA does have its limitations. First, similar with the stratified FDR
control (Sun et al., 2006) and the fixed PSA (Li et al., 2008), the number of genes in both
subsets should not be too small, if the within-subset and/or the overall FDR are to be
adequately controlled. Second, as pointed out by Qiu and Yakovlev (2006), FDR
estimates may become unstable because of the complicated correlation structure among
gene expressions. In our analysis of the leukemia and the colon cancer datasets, the
smallest subset we made contains 156 genes. Also, we performed permutation-based
FDR (Xie et al., 2005) to evaluate how well the FDRs are actually controlled. And the
results are quite satisfactory.
The floating PSA method can be compared to the p-value-weighting FDR approach
(Genovese et al., 2006) and the Bayesian FDR method (Whittemore, 2007). To use the pvalue-weighting FDR approach, one must assign a weight-of-evidence (of being a true
positive) for each and every gene. The method then incorporates the information into the
FDR control. To use Bayesian FDR control, one must supply the prior odds (of being a
true positive) for each and every gene under study. Combining these with the data (the
observed test statistics), the method then generates a posterior odds (of being a true
positive) for each and every gene. The prior knowledge (weight-of-evidence or prior odds)
in these two methods is in the form of a continuous variable, which must come from
previous studies or from best available biological knowledge to date. By comparison, the
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floating PSA method, with its binary categorization of genes, may seem to be a very
crude use of prior knowledge. However, this crudeness turns out also to be its virtue. First,
we see that dichotomizing the genes into a P and an N subset is much easier to do in
practice than assigning painstakingly a continuous-scale value to each and every gene.
Second, as mentioned earlier, the floating PSA is remarkably robust—to the point that it
can feed on jumbled up information equally well, whereas the p-value-weighting method
and the Bayesian FDR method will suffer from power loss if the prior knowledge is
flawed.
A possible extension of the floating PSA method would be to construct more than two
subsets. This would be applicable to the situations when the study genes by themselves
are making several subsets, i.e., they come from several groups/families, each having
distinct biological functions/pathways. The floating PSA method may also be suitable for
detecting gene-gene interactions. In a gene-gene interaction study, one can allocate the
gene pairs (or gene clusters) to the P subset if any one gene in the gene pairs/gene
clusters were previously found to be associated with the study outcome, and to the N
subset if otherwise. Finally, the floating PSA method can do away with pre-selecting a
value (say, 0.05) for the overall FDR (the q* ). To achieve this, Cheng et al’s method of
adaptive threshold criteria (Cheng et al., 2004) can be extended to two-subset situation, to
balance the false positive and false negative errors jointly in the P and the N subsets. All
these topics are worthy of further studies.
In conclusion, the floating PSA method is to be recommended for the detection of
differentially expressed genes, in light of its power, robustness, and ease of
implementation.
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Figures
Figure 1. Power of the three methods

Power of the AA (solid lines), fixed PSA (- △ -), and floating PSA (- ┿ -). The total
sample size is set at 30, 60, and 100 (from top to bottom), respectively.
Figure 2. Boxplot of false discovery proportions in 1,000 repetitions for the three
methods

The total sample size is set at 30, 60, and 100 (from top to bottom), respectively. The
value of  2 is fixed at 10 for all the scenarios.
Figure 3. FDR levels in the floating PSA method

The FDR levels ( qP for the prioritized subset and qN for the non-prioritized subset) in
the floating PSA method (solid lines, 1  2 ; broken lines, 1  2 ; dotted lines,

1  1 ). The total sample size is set at 30, 60, and 100 (from top to bottom), respectively.
Figure 4. Significance levels in the floating PSA method

The significance levels (  P for the prioritized subset and  N for the non-prioritized
subset) in the floating PSA method (solid lines, 1  2 ; broken lines, 1  2 ; dotted
lines, 1  1 ). The total sample size is set at 30, 60, and 100 (from top to bottom),
respectively.
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Tables
Table 1. Data analysis for the leukemia data set. The FDRs (or the overall FDR for the floating PSA) are to be
controlled at 0.05.

Prioritized Subset

Non-Prioritized Subset

Total

(Number of genes = 819)

(Number of genes = 6,310)

(Number of genes = 7,129)

fixed PSA (difference between fixed PSA and AA)

258 (  72)

520 (  120)

778 (  48)

floating PSA (difference between floating PSA and AA)

228 (  42)

630 (  10)

858 (  32)

to be controlled at 0.05

to be controlled at 0.05

[0.0458]

[0.0408]

[0.0425]

0.0314

0.0568

to be controlled at 0.05

[0.0285]

[0.0479]

[0.0427]

fixed PSA (difference between fixed PSA and AA)

0.0336 (  0.0245)

0.0062 (  0.0029)

－

floating PSA (difference between floating PSA and AA)

0.0188 (  0.0097)

0.0087 (  0.0004)

－

Number of Significant Genes

False Discovery Rate
fixed PSA
[permutation-based FDR)

floating PSA
[permutation-based FDR]

Level of Significance
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Table 2. Data analysis for the colon cancer data set. The FDRs (or the overall FDR for the floating PSA) are to be
controlled at 0.05.

Prioritized Subset

Non-Prioritized Subset

Total

(Number of genes = 156)

(Number of genes = 1,844)

(Number of genes = 2,000)

fixed PSA (difference between fixed PSA and AA)

67 (+43)

82 (  22)

149 (+21)

floating PSA (difference between floating PSA and AA)

58 (+34)

113 (+ 9)

171 (+43)

to be Controlled at 0.05

to be controlled at 0.05

[0.0470]

[0.0511]

[0.0493]

0.0238

0.0635

to be controlled at 0.05

[0.0233]

[0.0640]

[0.0502]

fixed PSA (difference between fixed PSA and AA)

0.0583 (+0.0560)

0.0025 (  0.0012)

－

floating PSA (difference between floating PSA and AA)

0.0250 (+0.0227)

0.0043 (+0.0006)

－

Number of Significant Genes

False Discovery Rate
fixed PSA
[permutation-based FDR]

floating PSA
[permutation-based FDR]

Level of Significance
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1

The simulation results when   0.2 and pri  0.2 :

Figure 1.

Power of the three methods

Power of the AA (solid lines), fixed PSA (- △ -), and floating PSA (size is set at 30, 60, and 100 (from top to bottom), respectively.

2

┿

-). The total sample

Figure 2. Boxplot of false discovery proportions in 1,000 repetitions for the three
methods

The total sample size is set at 30, 60, and 100 (from top to bottom), respectively. The
value of  2 is fixed at 9 for all the scenarios.

3

Figure 3.

FDR levels in the floating PSA method

The FDR levels ( qP for the prioritized subset and qN for the non-prioritized subset) in
the floating PSA method (solid lines, 1  2 ; broken lines, 1  2 ; dotted lines,

1  1 ). The total sample size is set at 30, 60, and 100 (from top to bottom), respectively.
4

Figure 4.

Significance levels in the floating PSA method

The significance levels (  P for the prioritized subset and  N for the non-prioritized
subset) in the floating PSA method (solid lines, 1  2 ; broken lines, 1  2 ; dotted
lines, 1  1 ). The total sample size is set at 30, 60, and 100 (from top to bottom),
respectively.
5

When 2  1 ,   0.1 , and pri  0.1 :

Figure 5.

Power of the three methods

Power of the AA (solid lines), fixed PSA (- △ -), and floating PSA (size is set at 30, 60, and 100 (from top to bottom), respectively.
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-). The total sample

Figure 6. Boxplot of false discovery proportions in 1,000 repetitions for the three
methods

The total sample size is set at 30, 60, and 100 (from top to bottom), respectively. The
value of  2 is fixed at 105 for all the scenarios.
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When 2  1 ,   0.2 , and pri  0.2 :

Figure 7.

Power of the three methods

Power of the AA (solid lines), fixed PSA (- △ -), and floating PSA (size is set at 30, 60, and 100 (from top to bottom), respectively.
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Figure 8. Boxplot of false discovery proportions in 1,000 repetitions for the three
methods

The total sample size is set at 30, 60, and 100 (from top to bottom), respectively. The
value of  2 is fixed at 105 for all the scenarios.
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